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the regular edition was released on may 27, 2009, with two different covers: an a4-sized version with a white background and a b4-sized version with a blue background. the theater edition was released on may 20, 2009, with a cover
designed by yui obata, who would later become the art director of akb48''s theater unit. the theater edition also came with an application ticket for the river event. the single was released in three versions: regular cd+dvd editions, theater

cd-only editions, and river event editions. the regular edition and theater cd-only editions included the title track, "ryūseigai ni nare" (時空になれ), and "patite" (パティテ), while the river event edition included the title track, "ryūseigai ni nare"
(時空になれ), "patite" (パティテ), a river "self-cover" card, an application ticket for the river event, and a river handshake event ticket and river event picture. the dvd contained two drama-special episodes that aired on april 27, 2009, and may 12,
2009. the drama special episode included backstage footage of the drama "ryūseigai ni nare" (時空になれ) drama, which was based on the single. the single was released in three versions: regular cd+dvd editions, theater cd-only editions, and
river event editions. the regular edition and theater cd-only editions included the title track, "ryūseigai ni nare" (時空になれ), and "patite" (パティテ), while the river event edition included the title track, "ryūseigai ni nare" (時空になれ), "patite" (パティテ), a

river "self-cover" card, an application ticket for the river event, and a river handshake event ticket and river event picture. the dvd contained two drama-special episodes that aired on april 27, 2009, and may 12, 2009.
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this single slaps!each song
is a song full of cheer and

joy, something i have been
missing from the akb

catalogue for years. when i
come back to listen to this
single every now and then,
it takes me back to when i
was in high school, having

discovered akb and the
overall wholesome and

inspired quality that their
songs presented and

carrying that forward in
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life. not to say akb is bad
now, but river is a great
example of akb at their

peak, and how they
persevered.while it might
be in the past now, river is
a memory of all the great

things that have come
since then. akb has done
it. theyve reached goals

they never thought
possible, and river was

pretty much the start. well
done, akb.
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